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A Systematic Review of Isometric Lingual Strength-Training Programs in Adults With and Without Dysphagia.
McKenna VS. American Journal of Speech Language Pathology 2017;26(2):524-539. [This systematic review summarizes the effects of isometric lingual strength training on lingual strength and swallow function in adult populations.]
Contact the library for a copy of this article

A systematic review of resonant voice therapy.
Yiu EM-L. International Journal of Speech-Language Pathology 2017;19(1):17-29. [The purpose of this study is to systematically review the literature on resonant voice therapy and to evaluate the level of evidence on the effectiveness of using resonant voice therapy in treating dysphonia.]
Contact the library for a copy of this article

Desjardins M. Journal Of Voice 2017;31(3):392.e13–392.e32. [Behavioral voice therapy generally leads to significant improvements in voice outcomes, but further research considering clinical meaningfulness of the results are needed to establish what is really meant by the term "effectiveness" when it comes to voice therapy.]
Contact the library for a copy of this article
Mastoiditis: on the rise again?
[Mastoiditis is an infection of the mastoid bone and is a serious complication of acute otitis media (AOM), an infection of the middle ear. AOM is common in the paediatric population, with 75% of cases seen in children under 10 years of age. As nurses are often the first health professionals with whom such children will come into contact, it is important to be familiar with its presentation to facilitate early identification and time-critical management.]
Available with an NHS OpenAthens password for eligible users

Piracetam for Aphasia in Post-stroke Patients: A Systematic Review and Meta-analysis of Randomized Controlled Trials.
[Conclusions: Piracetam plays a limited role in the rehabilitation of overall language impairment and only benefits written language ability at the end of trials. Its effect on overall linguistic level and written language tends to emerge within a short period and declines thereafter.]
Contact the library for a copy of this article

Repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation as an alternative therapy for dysphagia after stroke: a systematic review and meta-analysis.
[A meta-analysis and systematic review was conducted to investigate the potential effects of repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation on dysphagia in patients with stroke, including different parameters of frequency and stimulation site.]
Available with an NHS OpenAthens password for eligible users

The effectiveness of physiotherapy and complementary therapies on voice disorders: a systematic review of randomized controlled trials.
[The literature regarding the effectiveness of physiotherapy and complementary therapies was good in both quality and results, indicating that massage, TENS, and acupuncture seem to be effective treatments to reduce voice complaints and improve voice quality, supporting the inclusion of complementary therapies but mostly physiotherapy interventions in the treatment of patients with voice disorders.]
Freely available online